Specifications Subject To Verification Upon Inspection. Aircraft Subject To Prior Sale or Removal From Market.
1986 Falcon 200
Serial Number 508 * N777FC

HIGHLIGHTS:

› 7791.2 Hours SNEW
› APU: 334 Hours SOH
› Nine Passenger Interior
› RosenView Moving Map

CONTACT:
JET TOLBERT

PHONE
561.790.4060 Ext. 1

EMAIL
JET@AMERICANAIRCRAFTSALES.COM

WEBSITE
AMERICANAIRCRAFTSALES.COM
1986 Falcon 200
Serial Number 508 * N777FC

Airframe:
› TTSN: 7,791.2 Hours / 6,604 Landings

Engines:
› GARRETT ATF3-6A-4C
› Left Engine: 5,939.8 Hours / 4,603 Cycles
› Right Engine: 5,957.0 Hours / 6,034 Cycles

APU:
› SUNDSTRAND T-62T-40C3
› 334 Hours Since Overhaul

Interior:
› 9 Passenger Configuration
› Forward Galley
› WaveJet Microwave
› Forward 4-Place Club Seating
› AFT: 2 Individual Seats Opposite 3-Place Divan
› 3 Retractable Tables
› Seating in Gray and Black Leather
› RosenView Moving Map
› Aft Lav

Exterior:
› Overall White with Wave Stripe Front to Tail in Metallic Silver and Black
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Avionics:  Proline II

- 5-TUBE EFIS 86
- AUTOPILOT  COLLINS APS-80
- WEATHER RADAR  COLLINS WXR-350
- RADAR ALTIMETER  COLLINS ALT-55B
- COMMS  DUAL COLLINS VHF-22C
- NAVS  DUAL COLLINS VIR-32
- DME  COLLINS DME-42
- ADF  DUAL COLLINS ADF-60A
- TRANSPONDER  DUAL COLLINS TDR-94D
- RMI  DUAL AERONETICS 3137
- SATCOM  AIRELL IRIDIUM
- HF  KING KHF-950
- TAWS  MARK VIII EGPWS
- TCAS  COLLINS TCAS-II
- FMS  DUAL HONEYWELL GNS-XLS
- CVR  SUNDSTRAND VOICE RECORDER

Additional Features:

- THRUST REVERSERS
- RVSM
- XM DATA PORT
- IRI DIUM SATELLITE TELEPHONE
- LEAD ACID BATTERIES
- ROSENVIE W MOVING MAP
- DUAL ROSENVIE MONITORS
- BOSE X HEADPHONES/JACKS
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FORWARD 4-PLACE CLUB SEATING

AFT: 2 INDIVIDUAL SEATS OPPOSITE 3-PLACE DIVAN
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